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Trust & Routine

Parenting can often be split into two categories: the
parenting that occurs during calm and happy moments and
the parenting that occurs during the meltdowns and the high
tension interactions. Both are equally valid and important!
The reality is that we need to be prepared for both. We also
need to recognize that we will seldom be perfect, and during
times of tension, the main objective will be to diffuse as
quickly as possible. Because who wants to get caught in a
power struggle, right?
When in doubt, remember: always choose trust, love, &
acceptance in yourself and in your child.
Trust that you are doing the best you can, even when it
seems everything is falling apart. Trust that your child loves
you and that they are also trying the best they can.
Love the person in front of you! It may not feel easy during
difficult moments, but remember that after everything blows
over, your child will be there, ready to grow with you.
Accept your own limits. It is okay to need to step away and
recognize when you need a moment. Accept that your child
may not always be ready for a "teaching moment."
Parenting is all about give and take! So make sure you make
time to "take" as much as you "give." Because you can't
pour from an empty cup!

PRIDE
NOUN
1) A FEELING OF DEEP PLEASURE OR
SATISFACTION DERIVED FROM ONE'S OWN
ACHIEVEMENTS, THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF
THOSE WITH WHOM ONE IS CLOSELY
ASSOCIATED, OR FROM QUALITIES OR
POSSESSIONS THAT ARE WIDELY ADMIRED.
2) THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ONE'S OWN
DIGNITY.

VERB
3) TO BE ESPECIALLY PROUD OF
(A PARTICULAR QUALITY OR SKILL).
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Give Yourself Permission to Unlearn & Learn Again
By Jenna M. Hill

Parenting is about unlearning old patterns and
learning new ways of being with our children.
Our beliefs about our childhood and parenting have
become the only template we are comfortable with,
for it is what we have learned from the generations
before us; it is what we know from how we were
parented.
But if we unlearn old practices and consider new
tactics, we can break the cycles to provide the most
special gift to ourselves and our children!
What cycles are we talking about? To name a few:
1) Oppressing children's voices
2) Not giving kids bodily autonomy
3) Kids should be seen and not heard
4) Equating kids' worth with their accomplishments
5) Shaming children into compliance
6) Hitting, spanking, bullying children
In this section of the Helm, we will specifically
address what child shaming is and tips to recognizing
the triggers that lead us to shame our kids into what
we want them to do in our daily routines.
Beginning with modeling strategies...

Yes, it would help if you prioritized moments of
regulation for yourself-rest, play, movement,
connection, so you can respond instead of
reacting.
If we react to our child's reactivity, we throw
gasoline on the flame.
When we respond to our child's reactivity instead,
we help dial down the situation's intensity.
Keep in mind, the way we treat our children
directly impacts what they believe about
themselves. Remind yourself of this daily and
observe the way you interact with your child.
Avoid shaming! What does shaming look like?
Intentionally making a child feel bad about
themselves, as a person, instead of focusing on
the actual behavior you're trying to change
Telling embarrassing or revealing stories in an
attempt to manipulate the child's attitude or
behavior
Taking what should be a private conversation
about behavior and consequences and making
it public by sharing it with friends and family

Below is a list of "instead of/ say this" phrases that can help in situations when the going gets tough.

I am PROUD to be a CALM, CONNECTED, & CURIOUS parent.
YOU'RE OK -------Are you OK?
I'M OVER THIS-------I'm here for you.
CALM DOWN-------How can I help you?
DON'T GET UPSET-------It's OK to feel sad.
BE QUIET-------Can you use a softer voice?
THAT'S ENOUGH-------Do you need a hug?
STOP CRYING------- I can see this is hard for you.
DON'T SAY THAT!------Tell me what makes you feel
that way.

STOP YELLING-------Take a deep breath, then tell me
what happened.
DON'T WORRY, YOU'll LEARN THIS IN NO TIME!------Sometimes we need to give our brains time to learn.
I DONT WANT TO HEAR THIS AGAIN-------Is this really
what you're thinking, or are you just tired right now?
I'M BAD AT THIS TOO. IT'S JUST NOT OUR THING------When something is hard, it doesn't mean you can't
be good at it. Let's look at this together.

